Context
Non-relativistic many-body problem Hamiltonian: 
Comment
•DFT has double role:
(1) As a theoretical tool: Assuming exact xc functional is known, one can derive insights and new relationships between various quantities (e.g. theory of reactivity indices).
(2) As a computational tool, more judged by practical performance than by considerations of exactness.
• "DFT-like" approaches: any recipe to describe many-electron system by solving single-electron problems (usually in self-consistency loop).
• DFT-KS has its problems ⇒ interest in new approaches.
Why would more general type of DFT be useful?
• KS-DFT can treat short-range interelectronic correlations quite well, but fails for near degenerate systems with small particlehole gap (e.g. dissociation limit of molecules)
• No adequate description of Fermi surface
• Concept of quasiparticles is missing in KS-DFT Interest in generalized DFT scheme for quasiparticles. Is there link with Green's function description?
All are experimentally accessible quantities.
Energy spectrum of N ± 1 system. Overlap functions [(γ, e) , (e, γ) , (e, 2e)]
Derived quantities
Density matrix:
Removal energy matrix
Total energy through Migdal-Galitskii relation:
* Σ(E) is irreducible self-energy: Energy-dependent, nonlocal, complex sp potential. Has well-defined perturbation expansion. Physics input can be controlled through approximation for Σ.
Spectral function
Contains equivalent information as propagator. Distribution of single-particle strength over energy:
Important 0th and 1st energy-weighted sumrules:
Sumrules can be worked out as:
where V HF is Hartree-Fock type potential
but evaluated with the exact density matrix.
These sumrules are all that is needed for remainder. Complete energy dependence of spectral function is not needed. 
The concept of QP excitations is totally missing in KS-DFT, since the individual Kohn-Sham orbitals have no special significance. Can we derive single-particle equations for the QP orbitals (QPDFT)? QP contribution to 0th and 1st moment
• QP width does not contribute to 0th and 1st moment of spectral distribution: 
Note 2: Split of QP in removal and addition part is obvious :
Quasiparticle equations * Split spectral function into dominant quasi-particle (QP) excitations and a residual small background part (which is a good candidate for "universal" modelling). [ 
* QP-DFT generates total energy, density matrix and individual QP energies and orbitals, starting from a model for the background contributions as a functional of the density matrix. Building models for QP-DFT functionals
(1) Calculate spectral function in a series of test systems, using reasonable microscopic model for self-energy.
(2) Analyze QP-background separation.
(3) Parametrize background contribution to 0th and 1st moment.
* Already experience with (1-2) through series of calculations using selfconsistent Green's function formalism, on light atoms [J. Chem.Phys. 115, 15 (2001); J.Chem.Phys. 117, 4095 (2002) ], the electron gas [PRB 71, 245122 (2005) ], and nuclear systems [PRL 90, 152501 (2003) ; PRC 68, 064307 (2003)]. * In each case QP-background separation was studied. E.g.: electron gas results.
Electron gas in GW approximation * GW = Self-energy including screening diagrams (coupling to plasmon), done selfconsistently (Hedin's equations). Phys.Rev.B 71, 245122 (2005) * QP-background separation was used to discretize the spectral function during the iterations towards a selfconsistent solution.
* Nice result: energy per particle is insensitive to precise prescription for QP-background separation, as long as sumrules are respected.
Background ( 
Summary
It is possible to derive DFT-like equations for QP orbitals.
A given QP-DFT functional yields predictions for the total energy and the density matrix of the system, as well as the QP orbitals, energies, and spectroscopic factors.
Finding suitable parametrizations for the background part in electronic systems is in progress.
Nuclear case: possibility of extending Skyrme mean-field models with terms that include explicit (short-range, long-range) correlation effects. More realistic description of nuclei at the s.p. level.
